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h i g h l i g h t s
� Polycrystalline MoO3 nanowires were obtained via oxidation of Mo6S2I8 nanowires.
� Nanowires are porous and tubular with either filled or empty interior.
� Nanowires are slightly oxygen deficient which leads to a new Raman band.
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a b s t r a c t

We report on the synthesis of polycrystalline molybdenum oxide (MoO3) nanowires via oxidation of
molybdenum-sulfur-iodine (Mo6S2I8) nanowires. This unique synthesis route results in an interesting
morphology comprising porous nanowires and nanotubes. We found the nanowires to have the ortho-
rhombic MoO3 structure. The structure is slightly oxygen deficient which results in the appearance of a
new resonant Raman band (1004 cm�1) and paramagnetic defects (Mo5þ) of both the point and crys-
tallographic shear plane nature.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Molybdenum trioxide, MoO3, is an important representative of
transitionmetal oxides that are semiconductors with awide energy
band gap. Because of their structural, optical and electronic prop-
erties, these materials are used in numerous fields; in photovoltaics
[1], gas sensing [2], photo- and electro-chromic applications [3], for
intercalation of lithium or hydrogen ions [4] and others. Recently,
MoO3 was shown to be efficient also in applications that benefit
from its antibacterial properties [5]. Applications are importantly
influenced by crystalline structure, defects and morphology of
MoO3 [2,5].

In addition to three polymorphs of stoichiometric MoO3, i.e.,
orthorhombic a-MoO3, monoclinic b-MoO3 and hexagonal h-MoO3,
there is a large family of Magn�eli phases with oxygen deficit and
nominal stoichiometry ranging between MoO2 and MoO3 [6]. A
small oxygen deficiency in substoichiometric molybdenum oxides
(MoO3-x, with x ≪ 1) is reflected in appearance of crystallographic
shear planes and paramagnetic centers [7]. For qualitative analysis
of the structure a comparative Raman spectroscopy can be used [8].
Quantification of oxygen deficiency is possible with detailed
quantitative analysis of UVeVis spectra, particularly Intervalence
Charge Transfer Transition (ICVT) related absorbance of visible light
[8], and by electronic paramagnetic resonance (EPR) through the
detection of Mo5þ species, which are directly connected with ox-
ygen deficiency.

Thin crystalline, polycrystalline or amorphous thin films of
molybdenum oxide have been extensively studied in the past for
different applications. However, for some applications a powder
form of nanocrystals is preferred. For example, nanocrystals can be
very efficiently incorporated into polymers forming functional
composites [9]. Nanosized MoO3 in powder form has been syn-
thesized by hydrothermal [10e12] and solvothermal [13,14] syn-
thesis and the sonochemical method [15]. Hydrothermal and
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solvothermal synthesis usually result in nanobelts or nanowires
that are tens of nanometers thick, more than 100 nmwide and tens
of micrometers long [10e14]. Whiskers of similar diameter were
obtained by oxidation of solvothermally synthesized MoO2 [2]. On
the other hand, smaller crystalline nanoparticles have been much
more elusive and alternative approaches, such as hot-wire chemical
vapor deposition (HWCVD) technique [16], are needed to prepare
sub 100 nm crystalline nanoparticles or nanorods.

Since a-MoO3 is a layered material and since layered com-
pounds such as graphite and MoS2 can be synthesized in a tubular
geometry [17], the question is whether it is possible to synthesize
a-MoO3 in a nanotube form as well. Two successful attempts to
synthesize molybdenum oxide nanotubes are known up to date:
thiol assisted hydrothermal method [18] and thermal mesostruc-
tural transition of spherical micelle templates [19]. These attempts,
however, do not produce a-MoO3 nanotubes, warranting further
research.

Here we present a new approach for synthesis of molybdenum
oxide nanowires and nanotubes via transformation of
molybdenum-sulfur-iodine nanowires. Molybdenum-sulfur-iodine
nanowires of different stoichiometries are known to be suitable for
transformation into MoS2 nanotubes [20], Mo [21] and MoN [22]
nanowires. Starting with the smallest so far known molybdenum-
sulfur-iodine nanowires we successfully transform them into mo-
lybdenum oxide nanowires and nanotubes. These nanowires and
nanotubes do adopt a-MoO3 crystal structure. However, since they
are also oxygen deficient, paramagnetic defects of both the point
and crystallographic shear plane nature emerge and should be
considered in possible future applications.
Fig. 1. XRD diffractograms. (a) Mo6S2I8 nanowires and (b) oxidized Mo6S2I8 nanowires. The
were fitted with Voigt-shaped peaks. Positions of the Ka1 and Ka2 peaks are indicated belo
2. Results and discussion

2.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The XRD diffractogram of the molybdenum-iodine-sulfur
nanowires is shown in Fig. 1a. Its diffraction peaks were assigned
according to the Mo6S2I8 structure which consists of hexagonally
arranged Mo6L8 (L ¼ S, I) cluster chains growing along the [001]
direction [23]. Some of the diffraction peaks are broadened to a
greater extent than others. Prior to analysis of the peaks' width, the
Ka2 peaks were stripped and the remaining Ka1 peaks were
simulated with a Voigt profile (Fig. 1a), in order to obtain reliable
values of peak widths (for details, see Experimental). The axes in
Fig. 1a are broken in several places in order to show the simulation
as clearly as possible; complete diffractograms are presented in the
supplementary material (Fig. S1). Generally, XRD peaks are
broadened because of both strain and small crystallite size. These
two components can be discerned by assuming certain functional
forms of size- and strain-induced broadening. Assuming Lorentzian
broadening, both strain and size contributions can be determined
from the dk(k) plot (Williamson-Hall plot [25]). If, instead, the
strain contributes to Gaussian broadening (resulting in a Voigt
peak), the (dk/k)2 vs. dk/k2 plot must be used [26]. Often, neither of
these assumptions is entirely valid and therefore does not provide
quantitatively correct results, but can be useful to compare similar
materials or observe crystallite shape anisotropy. Since the XRD
peaks in the Mo6S2I8 diffractogram were much better fitted with
the Voigt profile (GaussianeLorentzian broadening), we used the
(dk/k)2 vs. dk/k2 plot (Fig. 2a). The domain size is in this case
peaks are indexed according to Mo6S2I8 and a-MoO3 (see text). The Ka1 contributions
w the graphs by long and short lines, respectively.



Fig. 2. Broadening of XRD peaks. Plot for separating the size and strain broadening of
XRD peaks for (a) Mo6S2I8 nanowires and (b) MoO3 nanowires.
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obtained from the slope (klin) according to L ¼ 2 p/klin while strain
(ε) is obtained from the intercept with the ordinate (ny) according
to ny ¼ 4ε2. The peaks (hk0), including the three peaks in the [110]
direction, are well described by a straight line in this plot, and the
calculated domain size in the [110] direction is (50 ± 2) nm. The
nonzero intercept with the ordinate indicates the presence of strain
Fig. 3. SEM micrographs. (a, b) Mo6S2I8 nanowires used as starting material; (c, d)
MoO3 nanowires and nanotubes with a hollow nanotube circled in black and porous
nanowires circled in white.
in this direction. There is only one peak in the [001] direction,
namely the (004). Even though its intensity is very low, it was still
possible to estimate its width, which is only slightly above the
instrumental broadening. A very narrow (004) peak indicates long
range order, which is in agreement with the fact that Mo6S2I8
nanowires grow in the [001] direction. Peaks in the general di-
rections [213], [144], [323], [423], [334], are broad and interfere
significantly with the background. They were not taken into ac-
count in the plot in Fig. 2a, since it is not possible to reliably
determine their width. However, a very small size of crystallites
cannot be the reason for their large width, since the peak (004) in
the direction of growth is substantially narrower and the size in the
perpendicular direction, i.e. [110], was determined to be at least
50 nm. Hence, further work is necessary to explain the effect.

In the complete diffractogram (Figure S1), two impurity-related
peaks can be found in the XRD ofMo6S2I8 nanowires, with d¼ 0.615
and d ¼ 0.552 nm. The first one corresponds to either (002)
reflection of MoS2 (d ¼ 0.614 nm) or MoS2I2 (d ¼ 0.611 nm, un-
known index [24]), while the identity of the other one (marked
with an asterisk) is unknown.

The result of XRD analysis of the oxidized nanowires is pre-
sented in Fig. 1b. The crystalline phase matches the orthorhombic
a-MoO3 (JCPDS No. 05-0508). There are no additional peaks that
would indicate the presence of a precursor material, confirming
that the chosen reaction temperature was high enough not only for
Mo6S2I8 oxidation but also for the oxidation of residual
molybdenum-based impurities present in the starting material.
However, we notice the appearance of a broad peak at d¼ 0.303 nm
(Figure S1, marked with an asterisk) that is only partially aligned
with the a-MoO3 (130) peak at 0.3007 nm. A possible explanation
for this broad distribution of reflections is the presence of linear
structural defects along the (130) plane. All peaks in the MoO3
diffractogram are well fitted with symmetrical Voigt profiles
(Fig. 1b). The one exception to this is the (110) peak that is more
asymmetrical that can be explained with Ka2-Ka1 splitting and can
instead be fitted with an additional peak on the right side
(d ¼ 0.3761 nm). The asymmetry cannot be explained by instru-
mental factors, since other peaks are not asymmetrical. It is
therefore intrinsic to the structure of the nanowires, perhaps with a
similar explanation as for the (130) peak. The size and strain con-
tributions to the broadening of XRD peaks were determined from
the (dk/k)2 vs. dk/k2 plot (Fig. 2b). All peaks are included and are
reasonably well described with a straight line. Crystallite size,
determined from the slope, is (14.6 ± 0.7) nm, while the value of
strain is zero within the error.

2.2. Morphology studies

The SEM micrographs of Mo6S2I8 and MoO3 nanowires are
shown in Fig. 3. The Mo6S2I8 nanowires grow in hedgehog like
structures (Fig. 3a). They are up to 2 mm long and their average
width is 210 nm (Fig. 3b). Clearly visible channels running the
length of the thicker nanowires indicate that these nanowires are in
fact bundles of thinner wires. The latter observation is in good
agreement with the estimated crystallite diameter of 50 nm ob-
tained from the XRD peaks' width. In the HRTEM micrograph
(Fig. 4) the individual chains in the [001] direction are seen. The
interchain distance that can be measured from HRTEM image is
0.82 nm, which corresponds to the (110) interplane distance.

The elemental composition of the nanowires was investigated
with wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS). The atomic
percentage of elements, measured on individual nanowires, was in
agreement with the theoretical 6:2:8 ratio (37.5 at%:12.5 at%:50 at
%) within the experimental error (±1 at%).

The nanowire morphology of the starting material was



Fig. 4. TEM micrographs of Mo6S2I8 nanowire. HRTEM at the edge of the nanowire
shows individual molecular chains. The interchain distance is 0.82 nm. The inset shows
the nanowire with the location imaged with HRTEM marked with an arrow.

Fig. 5. TEM micrographs of MoO3 nanowires. (a) An empty nanotube with poly-
crystalline walls; (b) a nanotube with encapsulated nanoparticles and nanoparticles of
the same kind attached on its outer surface; (c) a thin MoO3 flake; (d) the corre-
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preserved during oxidation (Fig. 3c). However, the resulting MoO3
nanowires are polycrystalline and porous (Fig. 3d). If nanowires
remained compact during the oxidation, their volume should have
decreased by 35% due to the change in molar masses and densities,
resulting in a 15% decrease in their diameters. But the average
diameter decreased by less than 3% (distributions of nanowire di-
ameters are shown in Figure S2). Narrow nanowires grow in semi-
cylindrical shapes with a hollow interior, which is emphasized in
Fig. 3d. This observation is confirmed by TEM images (Fig. 5a and b).
The nanowire shown in Fig. 5a has a diameter of 130 nm. There is a
large diffraction and absorption contrast between the walls and
interior of the nanowire. The walls are 20 nm thick, polycrystalline,
and defected, but there is a clear tendency to form a self-terminated
cylindrical structure. The interior of the 200 nm wide nanowire
shown in Fig. 5b, on the other hand, is filled with nanocrystals. Only
a few of these crystallites form the nanotube wall; they are parallel
to the electron beam. We assume that the diameter of a precursor
nanowire determines whether the oxidized nanowire is filled or
empty. The faceting tendency of the nanotubes is explained by a
faster growth of (h0l) planes compared with the growth in the
[0k0] direction and with a relatively low oxidation temperature
(573 K), which enables neither intensive redistribution of material
by diffusion nor eventual evaporation of MoO3 (the evaporation
temperature is above 973 K). The atomic resolution in TEM was
obtained on an individual crystal (Fig. 5c) that was probably
separated from a nanowire during dispersion of the nanowires in
isopropanol. The diameter of this crystal is 80e90 nm, which is a
typical size for crystals forming a nanowire. The interlayer distance
measured on this crystal (Fig. 5d) is 3.28 nm, which can be attrib-
uted to the (011) interlayer distance of a-MoO3.

The porosity of MoO3 nanowires has been studied by nitrogen
adsorption. The adsorptionedesorption isotherm and the derived
pore size distribution are shown in Fig. 6a. The amount adsorbed at
the lowest attainable relative pressure, p/p0 ¼ 0.015, is nonzero,
which indicates the presence of micropores. Altogether the
isotherm is a combination of type I and type II, according to the
IUPAC classification. Desorption hysteresis does not appear to be
significant. The pore size distribution (inset of Fig. 6a) was calcu-
lated applying BarretteJoynereHalenda theory with the assump-
tion of slit-shaped pores. The first peak of the distribution is at
2.4 nm. In SEM images, such small pores are obscured by the carbon
coating which is necessary for obtaining the desired resolution. The
distribution of macropores is broad with contributions in thewhole
feasible range from 5 nm up to 180 nm and an average value of
90 nm. Macropores appear to be correlated to the pores visible in
SEM images in the walls of nanowires (Fig. 6b) and at the ends of
nanowires and nanotubes (Fig. 6c). The calculated BET surface is
14.3 ± 0.3 m2/g.

2.3. Raman spectroscopy

The Raman spectra of MoO3 nanowires recorded using the green
and red laser are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. For com-
parison, spectra taken on the a-MoO3 single crystal are also shown.
The obtained band positions for the single crystal agree with
literature [27] within instrumental error and are therefore suitable
for an internal standard for band positions and widths. Since band
intensities depend on the orientation of the single crystal and since
in the case of nanowires the spectra are averaged over all possible
orientations, the band intensities of single crystals and powders
cannot be directly compared.

The positons of the bands in the low power measurements of
MoO3 nanowires (Figs. 7b and 8b) match well with the band
positons of the a-MoO3 single crystal and thus confirm the XRD
results. When the laser power was increased to 1.5 mW (green)
and 2 mW (red), a red-shift of almost all bands was observed. The
most sensitive band (160 cm�1, TRM mode) was shifted by 8 cm�1

and by 3 cm�1 in the red and green laser measurements,
respectively. The shift can be explained by a heating effect,
because it is dependent on laser power. Heating of the sample can
also affect its morphology, as demonstrated in [28]. Namely, the
temperature of the sample can increase above 150 �C where
nanocrystals start to coalesce, which finally influences the band
position, width and intensities. The bands, which were identified
as particularly sensitive to crystallite size and therefore to heat-
ing, are five translational rigid chain (TRM) modes, namely bands
at 84 cm�1 and 98 cm�1; 159 cm�1; 117 cm�1 and 130 cm�1 that
are polarized along the a, b and c-axis of the a-MoO3, respectively.
sponding HRTEM image with a 0.328 nm interlayer distance.



Fig. 6. Porosity. (a) Nitrogen adsorption isotherm and pore size distribution (inset) of
MoO3 nanowires and nanotubes. The distribution has a distinctive peak in the
micropore region (average at 2.4 nm) and a broad peak in the macropore region
(average at 90 nm). (b) SEM image of the porous structure of the nanowire wall. (c)
SEM image of pores at the ends of nanowires and nanotubes.
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Considering the TRM mode along the b-axis, the shift observed
with the green laser (from 160 cm�1 to 157 cm�1) in the present
report is relatively small in comparison with the literature data
[28]. Because the relative intensities of the bands were un-
changed, one can conclude that no coalescence occurred in our
case. The substantially larger shift when using the red laser, i.e.,
from 157 cm�1 to 149 cm�1, can be explained either by greater
heating or/and with the contribution of coalescence, which
cannot be excluded in this case. Since the relative ratio of the TRM
modes in the high-power red laser experiment is clearly different
in comparison with the results using the green laser, there is a
great possibility that coalescence in fact happened in the red laser
measurement.

Width of bands in nanowires spectra is larger in comparison
with single crystalline spectra. The reasons for this can be imper-
fections, such as a lower degree of crystallinity, small crystallite size
and oxygen deficiency. These contributions can be separated in
MoO3 by inspecting the intensity ratio of different pairs of bands in
Raman spectra [29]. Oxygen deficiency is reflected in the ratio of
bands at 284 cm�1 and 292 cm�1 and the crystallite size in the ratio
of bands at 130 cm�1 and 117 cm�1 [29]. In both green laser spectra
of the MoO3 nanowires, the ratio I(130)/I(117) is 2, which is in
agreement with typical data for nanocrystalline MoO3 [28,29].
Regarding oxygen deficiency, the 284 cm�1 and 292 cm�1 bands are
perfectly separable in the single crystal measurement, while in the
Fig. 7. Raman spectra recorded with the green laser. (a) MoO3 single crystal; (b) MoO3 nan
Vertical lines are centered at the single crystal bands to emphasize the slight band shifts o
spectra of nanowires they are broadened and their strong overlap
prevents reliable simulation and calculation of their intensity ratio
and hence prevents conclusions on oxygen deficiency.

However, the most interesting feature in the MoO3 nanowires'
spectra is a broad band at 1004 cm�1, which is clearly observed in
the red lasermeasurement already at low power (Fig. 8b), while it is
absent in the green laser measurement as well as in the red laser
measurement of a single crystal. Bands at this position have been
observed in mechanically activated molybdenum oxide [29,30] and
two possible explanations were discussed. Firstly, a broad
1004 cm�1 band can be the sum of two otherwise Raman forbidden
and IR active modes B3u and B2u centered at 1002 cm�1 and
1010 cm�1, respectively, because in small crystallites the spectro-
scopic exclusion rule is weakened. The second possible explanation
considers oxygen vacancies in MoO3. That is, a 1004 cm�1 band can
be attributed to the stretching vibration of terminal oxygen in a
tetrahedron with missing ternary oxygen. The intensity of this
signal was proven to be strongly dependent on the excitation light,
since red excitation light fulfills the resonant Raman condition. The
intensity of the 1004 cm�1 band in the MoO3 nanowires' spectra is
clearly dependent on the excitation wavelength in this manner,
therefore one can conclude that this signal is likely due to oxygen
vacancies.
2.4. Electron paramagnetic resonance

An EPR spectrum of MoO3 nanowires recorded at 80 K is shown
in Fig. 9. The observed g-factor values are typical for Mo5þ centers
in the reduced MoO3 [7,31,32]. The spectrum was simulated as a
sum of two different Mo5þ centers, a narrow one with a resolved
hyperfine structure (center I) and a broad one (center II). A ho-
mogeneously broadened Lorentzian lineshape was used for both
center types. The values of simulation parameters are presented in
Table 1. Center I is anisotropic with g values of gy¼ 1.954, gx¼ 1.941
and gz ¼ 1.865. Using values of hyperfine coupling constants for the
95Mo and 97Mo nuclear spin I ¼ 5/2 provided in Table 1, the main
characteristics of the EPR spectrum are successfully reproduced,
although it is not entirely possible to capture some of the subtle
hyperfine details. For instance, the highest mI transitions can be
resolved more clearly compared to the lower mI transitions, most
likely due to the dynamic effects that are responsible for mI
dependent linewidth broadening (see e.g., Reference [33]). Para-
magnetic centers similar to center I in present study have been
assigned to pentacoordinate Mo5þ in the vicinity of an oxygen va-
cancy in vacuum reduced MoO3 (see Table 1). In comparison, the
center in the H2 reduced MoO3 sample has a considerably higher gz
value as a result of Hþ effect on MoO6 octahedral structure.
owires and nanotubes at low power; (c) MoO3 nanowires and nanotubes at high power.
f the nanowires.



Fig. 8. Raman spectra recorded with the red laser. (a) MoO3 single crystal; (b) MoO3 nanowires and nanotubes recorded with low power; (b) MoO3 nanowires and nanotubes
recorded with high power. The intensity of spectrum (a) is divided by 20 for greater clarity. Vertical lines are centered at the single crystal bands to emphasize the large band shift of
the nanowires. The 1004 cm�1 band is marked with an arrow.
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Component I thus clearly confirms the presence of oxygen va-
cancies in the MoO3 nanowires and thus fully corroborate the
Raman data.

Center II is simulated with an average g-factor of 1.910. Its
linewidth is almost an order of magnitude larger than that of center
I thus completely obscuring the hyperfine interaction. Since the
large broadening is likely due to magnetic interactions one can
deduce that the paramagnetic centers of the type II are exchange
coupled. Strong magnetic exchange interaction is possible within
paramagnetic centers that are in close proximity. One can thus
Fig. 9. EPR spectrum of the MoO3 nanowires. The measured EPR spectrum and
simulation using two components, i.e. centers I and II (parameters in Table 1) are
shown. The inset shows a simulation of center I with a narrower linewidth (1 mT)
emphasizing the hyperfine features in the proximity of gx and the corresponding part
of the experimental curve.
conclude that Mo5þ centers of type II belong the crystal shear
planes, where the defects are ordered and in close proximity.

The quantity of paramagnetic centers can be estimated by
comparing the EPR signal intensity to the intensity of a standard
sample. We have obtained that (0.05 ± 0.01) % of all Mo are in the
Mo(V) state. Assuming that each Mo(V) is correlated with one ox-
ygen vacancy and that there are no further reducedMo states (since
Mo(IV) for instance, is EPR silent), the stoichiometry of MoO3-x
nanowires is MoO2.998.
3. Conclusions

We synthesized MoO3 nanowires and nanotubes from Mo6S2I8
nanowires via oxidation in air. Nanowire morphology of this
starting material is preserved during oxidation, but the resulting
MoO3 nanowires are polycrystalline and porous. SEM and TEM
show that they have grown into semi-cylindrical shapewith hollow
or partially filled interior depending on the diameter of the pre-
cursor nanowire. The orthorhombic a-MoO3 phase has been
determined from XRD data and Raman spectroscopy. The porosity
of the nanowires and faceting tendency of the nanotubes are
explained by the density and molar mass change during oxidation
and the layered structure of a-MoO3, respectively. Upon laser
induced heating the Raman bands have shifted, and for red laser
excitation the coalescence of nanoparticles could not be excluded.
An additional broad Raman band at 1004 cm�1 was clearly
observed and attributed to missing oxygen. EPR investigation
showed that the extent of oxygen deficiency is large enough for the
appearance of crystal shear planes typical for Magn�eli phases.
4. Experimental

The molybdenum-sulfur-iodine nanowires were synthesized
under chemical transport reaction conditions in evacuated quartz
ampules (10�4 Pa) from molybdenum (Aldrich 99.9%) and sulfur
(Aldrich 99%) powder and iodine beads (SigmaeAldrich Reagent-
plus® grade) in the molar ratio 6:2:11.6. The reaction lasted for
48 h. The temperature gradient was 5.5 K/cm, the highest and
lowest temperatures being 1133 K and 1010 K, respectively. Heating
rate for the cold and hot zones were 17.4 K/h and 14.8 K/h,
respectively, and cooling rates were twice as fast. The obtained
nanowires were rapidly heated to 573 K and oxidized for 25 h in air
in order to transform them into molybdenum oxide nanowires.

Powder X ray diffraction (XRD) of the synthesized materials was
performed at room temperature with D4 Endeavor diffractometer
(Bruker AXS) using a quartzmonochromator Cu Ka radiation source



Table 1.
EPR parameters. EPR parameters from simulations of the MoO3 nanowires' spectra and some relevant data from the literature.

Center gx, gy, gz A [MHz] g [mT] Assignment References

I 1,941 1,954 1,865 83 24 1,56 This work
II 1,9095 9,22 This work

1,943 1,957 1,864 89 156 Mo5þ in vicinity of an oxygen vacancy; vacuum reduced MoO3 [31] and Ref. therein
1,946 1,9562 1,8805 174 Mo5þ in H2 reduced MoO3 [34]
1,933 1,910 Mo5þ in shear structures [31]
1,936 1,899 Mo5þ in shear structures [32]
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(l¼ 0.1541 nm) and a Sol-X dispersive detector. The range of 2qwas
chosen from 10� to 60� with a step size of 0.02� and collection time
of 3 s. The samples were rotated during the measurements at
6 rpm. Ka2 peaks were stripped using penalized likelihood method
and composite link method (PCLM) [35]. Peaks were fitted with
Voigt profile, implemented in the fityk software [36]. The instru-
mental broadening was subtracted via Btot ¼ Bmeas-(Binst/Bmeas)
Binstr [26]. For calculations, FWHM was used instead of integral
breadth, since the former is less sensitive to background compared
to the latter.

The morphology of the nanowires was investigated using field
emission scanning electron microscope (SEM), Supra 36 VP, Carl
Zeiss and high resolution 200 keV Jeol 2010 F field emission
transmission electron microscope (HRTEM). The samples for the
HRTEMwere prepared by sonication in ethanol for 20min and drop
casting of the suspension onto a holey-carbon Cu grid. Elemental
analysis was done with JEOL JSM7600 F, equipped with wavelength
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS) unit. Single crystals of
2HeMoS2 and MoI2 were used as standards.

Nitrogen physisorption measurements were carried out at 77 K
using Micromeritics Tristar 3000 volumetric adsorption analyzer.
Before the measurement, the sample was outgassed for 6 h at
110 �C in the port of the adsorption analyzer. The specific surface
area was calculated using the standard BET method. Pore size dis-
tribution was estimated using the BJH method including the whole
pressure range.

Raman spectra of oxidized nanowireswere recordedwithWITec
Alpha 300 scanning confocal Raman microscope using two exci-
tation wavelengths: 532.3 nm and 632.8 nm. Samples in powder
form were manually pressed to obtain relatively flat surface suit-
able for mapping. Laser light was focused with a 20� objective. The
power of the laser beam at the sample position was 0.1 mW and
1.5 mW for the green laser light, and 0.5 mWand 2 mW for the red
laser light. Spectra were averaged over a 30 mm square region and
were therefore simultaneously averaged over all possible orienta-
tions of the nanocrystals forming the nanowires. For comparison,
Raman spectra of a-MoO3 single crystal at low powers were also
recorded.

EPR spectra of oxidized nanowires were recorded by an EPR
spectrometer equipped with a Varian E-101 microwave bridge and
a Varian TE102 resonance cavity. Spectral simulations were carried
out using Easy Spin software [37]. The standard used for quanti-
tative EPR was CuSO4 � 5H20.
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